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3ntroduottiort: SooletyasA funotionAl system

We suggost that the modorn sooial ordor should
provisionally be regarded as a puroly functional system.

This hypothosis is certainly not freo from value
judgments. The illusion of absoluto measurability and of
froedom from judgments of this kind is the oauso of much

. mischief in modorn sociology and educational theory. But of.
course we must proceed from some assumption whioh is as
impartial and objective as possible. Tho significance and
purposo of a functional sooial order lips in the fact, firstly,
that it is in constant change, or more exaotly in a complox
situation of constant ohangos and, secondly, that these
ohangos interaot on each other with as little friotion as
possible:" the system functions and is thoroforo "functional".

If wo ask ourselves what this has to do with education,
we must straight away reply that eduoation is the motive power
of the system. > Education sets sooiety moving and .keeps it
moving. It provides the dynamic foroo, which oporatos in
the economic, sooial and cultural fields at the same time.
If one of thoso three components is nogleotod or donied, then
the other two suffer. The system becomes dysfunctional and
doolinos. If the enquiring mind is tho instigator of
movement, the originator of all 000nonio progress, of every
social transformation, every cultural upheaval and upriso
then preservation of tho status quo signifies doolino. d.dor,
thoroforo, is not static, it belongs to the same category as
movement.

It is in the change. Standing still, lingering, rosting
and all forms of torpor boar the stamp of anarchy. Doath
is as it worn, the most complete form of anarchy. All our
efforts, which we must constantly inoroaso and a000lorato,
tend in this dirootion. Aocoloration is for us a nine qua non
and also a.doath wish, The traffic) goon on moving, more and-
more smoothly, and ordor reigns; but when something holds it
up -'and a slight "accident" is enough, anarchy soon spreads.

Some time ago traffto safety authorities propagated a
sound slogan' Driving a oar is a matter of personality. A
slight mistake, a momOntis inattontion, some tiny case of
unprincipled behaviour, some physical, mental or moral
shortcoming or lapse leads to an "accident": to a dysfunction
and the collapse of the system.



Education in the modern sense might then, in a grossly
over-simplified way, be desoribed as "road safety instruction",
the sooial order being as already explained, a functional syatem
regulating human traffic. Education is not only the motive
power butalso the steering meohanism of the system.

It is obvious that it merits our special attention. Our
"road safety" depends on its being thoroughly and constantly
overhauled. It has become both absurd and dangerous to attempt
to govern ex cathedra. The point at issue is indeed the
peaceful control and direction of tremendous mass energies.
Now that humanity is threatened by .the possibility of total
self-destruction, wars of any kind are dysfunctional either
potentially or in fact. Extermination as a means of purging
the social 'system has become impracticable, as it leads to the
systemts collapse.' Mania evolution has as it were reached the
limits-of Darwinism. Charity becomes a factor in the self-
preservation instinct: an idea, an illusion, a piece of
hypocrisy is being turned into a funotional element., Charity
must become not only a functional but also an operational
part of democracy. The alternative is total self - destruction,
or else then the most.rofined, if not the most brutal, form of
slavery mankind has over known.

This introduction is not intended as a fundamental idealogy
for educational policy. But it may be regarded as apoint of
departure for an attempt to describe an adequate model for
educational planning and organisation as part of the funotional
system of a dynamic sooial order,

.

I. Now demands education

The Model in question bears the very often misunderstOOd
or over-hastily interpreted designations "permanent
education ". What we shall now do is to deduce from the basic
assumptions of our general introduction an admittedly incomplete
and imperfect list of the requirements which the model must meet.
There are few people nowadays who do not realise that our
traditional. school systems were designed for a sooial order
which belongs to the past and that, in spite of all attempts
to adapt and improve, they achieve less and less of what our
modern and more rapidly developing sooiety demands of them.
It therefore appears reasonable to begin With a pragmatic)

sformulatioh of the question: what must our new educational
system look like and what must it achiee in order to fulfil
the requirements of the present generation and future generations
of society? Easioally this also,raises the issue of the
funotionality atid purpose of the system and the aim of education
in general.;



It is here, even more than, for example, in the eoonomio
soienoest that futurology gains significance. All educaticnal
polioy is by neoesaity long-term. It is subject to the laws
of long-term planning, for the simple reason that its results
and effects become apparent and tangible only with a change
of generation., That is why it is not sufficient to take
contemporary society as a pattern. Planning for education
is therefore a form of planning for the future; educational
research becomes simply the creative element in futurological
research.

in venturing to draw up a very provisional list of
requirements we are joihing,-rather casually and empirically,
in an extremely complex and interactive process. Each
individual requirement must be deduced with the utmost
consistency from reoognisable trends while at the same time
being as purposefully imaginative as possible; for every one
of them is both an element in analytical planning and an
instrument of politioal will. The most consummate strictly
mathematical planning is fruitless unless it is the expression
of strong and single-minded political resolve. But even such
rtsolve is pointless if its goals do not. lie in the future.

1. aontinaosIts.renftwal

The first requirement is therefore that objectives be
constantly reviewed. This implies the automatio revision of
plans on the strength of research results. Theoretically
speaking, the model is organised in conoentrio diroles.
Research lies at the centre. Its findings must be subjected
progressively to central programming and immediately channelled
into curricula development on various levels: at present they
are frequently not applied in education until they are already
obsolete. Only electronics can ensure that research centres
exercise suoh a direct. influence as is relevant to the different
fields of learning from the universities to the nursery schools.
The individual, information channels must be co-ordinated with
eaoh other as closely as possible and opportunities must exist
in all fields for feedback, in order to make the results of
praotioal experience accessible to researchers and, above all,

to programmers. Here we touoh on the second requirement.

kogtokritleiktion

Our new educational systems must be comprehensive and
coherent. 7' They must cover all age groups and social classes
in such a way as to provide an integrated range of courses,
meeting the greatest possible number of individual needs.

Courses will no longer be Hone way streets". Notwithstanding
the side roads that are always open, a heavy flow of traffic)

must be possible in the opposite diraotion. This opposite
.1.
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flow, in an organised form, is what in cybernetics is called
feedback. Politically speaking, this is a demooratio process
which enables each individual user, each individual member to
influence the system. The unregulated form of the process has
on recent occasions, come to be called "protest'.- It is not
by chance that the protest has come from students and not from
teachers, from those who wish to establish or not to establish
themselves and not from those who are already established; in
other words from those who are seeking and those who refuse
to seek, but not from those who think they have already found
and therefore no longer need to seek. This leads us to the

`third requirement.

3. Continuous effort

As the system of permanent education rests on the principle
of a mobile social order, it demands from each member of society
constant physical, mental and emotional mobility, so to speak.
In order to temper the dismay which may beset us at the thought,
one might also say that the realisation of this aim depends on
constant endeavour on the part of each individual to cultivate
himself, that is to say the whole man. Everyone must, as it
were, be and remain a seeker. Each individualls whole life thus
becomes an experiment lived with increasing awareness. And all
these experiments are currents and cross-currents within a fluid
social order which is constantly revising its own standards.

II. tita...brttlalhitia

A very rough historical comparison shall make it easier for
us to understand the present and the future. In pro-functional,
pro- technological, para-Darwinistio eras thoro existed certain
cultural ideals, what may be called ideologically pr000nooivod
images of the world and mankind which frequently originated in
aspirations to power on the part of specific groups or social
°lessee. To every such ideal there corresponds a static sooial
order with fixed, universally valid scales of values. Probably
the last of those comprehensive cultural ideols was the
Enoyoloptidieq, a kind of profanation, and thereby iioduotio ad
absurdurt4 of a "summa theologise". It would of course be very
naive to think that such times are gone for ever.' History is
always prosont, but naturally only partially in any one plaoo,
never oompletely and absolutely present anywhere. But we are
seeking a global order; indeed, we must do so, for the survival
and progress of humanity depend more than over today on such an
order. What then is the use of an ideal whose potency is only
partial?



, :This alone Is a justification cf.the functional conoopt
of soolety.Ocintomporary. educational thoory is thoroby forcod
to abandon any claim to a gonerally valid cultural idoal.-7 Thus-
the distinotion between' eduOated and uneducated disappears, and
with it reason for disorimination against the uneducated. . And

so, on the threshold of permanent education, we find ourselves
to some extent at a new beginning (i.e. at a primitive state)
in educational history, for we no longer know what education
means.'°i,There is no longer any commonly held, saorosanot .

opinion about ed,loation, and every attempt to resist the anti-
paternalistic trend is dearly paid for, because it is mainly
the meek. and the weak thatlfe*hit; 'in the final analysis we
wits the real spirit of the movement, whiohthon has to revolt
even more violently - with luok against itself,- but otherwise
against the tyranny of.a petrified scale of values, the only
alternative to which is anarchy.

-'We are speaking only of oduoatiOn.:1 and oultural anarchy,

of which there are an appalling number a symptoms., Though it
might atillbe at the oreativo stage at present, such anarchy
may tomorrow turn into a hopeless state of disorganisation of

western sooiety.-' , 7

If we wish to halt thii we must make a completely fresh

start at this new beginning in European educational history
to which we have reforred.

nuk, nett
1 ' S.

.4 , . . .

This brings us faoo to face with the very oonorete
question what form this new beginning can; should and will take,

in accordance with the three categories of futurologyt what

is possible, what is desirable and what is probable.

We shall start with a very simple,' general outline and

'attempt to sketch out the shape of pormanent education with

the help of the following sub-division (into non-ohronologioal

oatogorlos): ,

Basle education,

forming the common trunk of-

ibioational education,

which wouksovOlvo into

Roourrent tduoation (further training, refresher training,

retraining)

Which would dovolop from the

phaping of life to a'oultural pattern.
sf
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1. Basic education !mcludes and combines what has so far boon
known as pre-soWool education, primary or elementary and lower
secondary schooling. There aro no hard and fast ago-limits.
Whereas it can normally be completed at the ago of 12-14 it
will in, individual oases extend beyond this; in some cases it
may won have to be resumed at a later stage, whenever
shortcomings in basic knowledge, skills and attitudes appear
or at least when they become acute.

This alone makes it obvious that education always implies
.both personality devolopmont and training and that no distinoion.
can or ought to be drawn between the two.

2. Vocational education comprises and co-ordinates the existing
upper stages of-ail typos of 'secondary school, all vocational
training colleges and all institutes of higher education. It
is the e000nd phase of full-time education, the period in a
porsonss life which precedes his choice of a career. All such
choices, howovor, now become very provisional decisions opon,
as far as possible, to rovision at any time. The notion of
occupation therefore needs to b, redefined; it would appear
that it should rather be intorpretedas a vocation, though
an individual one which is not final. If, for the reasons
mentioned above, we wish to avoid laying down a collective
educational ideal, then we find ourselves unavoidably faced
with innumerable individual or group ideals which seem soaroely
apprehensible owing to their widely varying superimposed and
interwoven levels of consoiousnoss. But wo still r000gniso the
principle of individual Ltborty based on human rights; while
freedom of the person gives rise to too many variations to
permit of a universally valid educational ideal, it remains an
important goal of oduoation. In this aonsos, Ouoation is
"learning to be free. Any kind of freedom, oven educational
freedom, must be learned. And the general process of learning
is, as we have soon, a lifelong process. Life and learning
thus become almost identioal concepts. And it is in this
process that we increase in legitimate freedom and porhaps
come to recognise more oloarly our porsonal vocation.

These ideas are not excitingly original. What is perhaps
new is the attempt to translate this heuristic- inductive thinking
into an educational system and thus, as it were, enable it to
take shape. In doing so wehave brought the third category in
our outline, Meourrent education,' and also the fourth "Shaping
of life to a cultural pattern", into our disouscion of the
problems of occupation and vocation, which we shall now pursue
in a little greater detail.
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If one's oeoupation is lothing'More than'a means of earning 44-4
a living;vthen leisure time is the sole source of meaning and':,!
contentedness in life.:Wo enjoy only limited freedom in our
oocupation. It is therefore in almost evoryoneis interest to --
increase produation and shorten working hoursEducation;'too,
is affected by this compensatory splitting of the personality ,t,'o-
botwoen our jobs and our lives. We train for our oareer as
quiokly as possible:" Outs loisure time can be quiokening or, !,
deadoning as we oheCiO, No ontildllAeny.that the situation'
as described represOnts'at least part of the situation today,

'but'donditions or odurdo ate 'continuing to change. ''As the
proceSs of total automation develops,-industrial society is
beooming post-industrial society and, even as this trend-
beginsilltrainine is aoquiring new dimensions.;Therb is no
further, place for narrow speeialists.,There is a new need for-

.,breadth.ot Vitioa and judgment; in other words Culture.'1Addod:
to this; 000upations are subjoot to incroasingly rapid change
and ultimately no longor correspond to any standard training
progratimoystematie provision must thoroforo bo made for-
furthor Oucationp'rotrosher training and raraining to be,,
constantly aVailable.''Tho outlook of the °ha-sided specialist
is a hindanoo to permanont oduoation;_ Tho demand for 'education
generally grows with education itsolf.'' It must bo encouraged
by making educational opportunities and faoilitios as froar,
availsblo as possible at all times. ,

Existing Forms of loavo fortraining pUrposus are in many
respects Unsatisfaotory. Xf we wish to provo the leading plaoo
to bo occupied by education today as a form of investment; inY-
sooial and cultural as well as oeonomio policy, then we must
attompt to build it, further (reonrrent) education inoluded,
into our social sopurity systems."

44.

In the Soandinavian countrios, among othors, thoro aro
alroady soma interontingdevolopmonts whioh go beyond the MOrty',,
widespread privately eponsotod schemes tor the start of single
Alms or groups. :These schemes usually suffer from the -.-
disadvantage of providing only those forms of'further training
or retrOming which further the firm's or group's interests.
It will therefore have to be the state's responsibility to
secure the right to lifelong education in accordance with
individual needs and to make suitable opportunities and
Monition generally available, The finanolal problem is--
probably less serious than' is feared, assuming of course that
we can make up our minds to an overall educational plan that

will make it possibleJto reduce somewhat the preponderanoe of

investment in the pre-wok 'suitor in order to develop the
institutionalised para-vooational education that in now required,
i.e. new style adult. education,
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When we oome to assess the need we are obliged to
recognise that a very considerable proportion of our present
educational investment is quite inexcusably misplaced. ; For
the learning dispensed in some of our expensive secondary
and higher toaohing establishments, not to mention the
institutes of adult education, is often stale in both content
and method and no longer of much use to anyone. A great
saving could be made here.

There is another, almost more serious, form c. ,wrong
eduoational investment: it oonoorns those persons who, frOm a
false sense of pride or exaggerated selfassurance Or as a
result of misguidance, .demand too muoh or; rather inappropriate
education or .of .whorn, for similar reasons, too much or
inappropriate education is expected.' This; frequent as it
often loads. to oultura, sclerosis and oven to the disintegration
of the personality. An immediate effect of making education
democratic has of course been to produce a general lack of ::-' *" '
golf-oritioism, Excessive solf-estoom is certainly to some
extent a natural' part of Self-preservation. -T False guidance
therefore takes more apparent and aoute forms in a relativel
free, dynamic' social order than in an established
hierarchical system, Xt is true that our, society is in a .

sense suffering froM a lack of proper exploitation of latent
reserves of intelligenee; but at the same time it is plagued
by the educational selerosis we haVe mentioned,. which is the
bane of the over-cduoated and the exampratedly; or more
accurately, the inappropriately educated. w SUch people are
probably unhappy for the most part; and more and moro of 4
them are unsuccessful; coloUrless people lacking in personality;

-' the nonentities of mass society. 0.,

VI.'" moderation and freedom

Thus what we obviously need for the welfare of all of us
is an all-embracing system of education whioh gives oaoh
individual,' praotioally without constraint,: the opportunity
of lifelong e,duo4ion that will suit him. There are two

,, ':interrelated considerations to be examined hero: *what is
0 suitable and relevant and how to avoid con_ straint.

,f
The suitabilitz irelevance) of education can be theoretically

checked against three reference pointss:

(a) What is a parson able to learn? (No one should
; undertake or be made to undertake anything for which
he is unfitted. No one should live or have to live '-v
in conflict with his talents. Everyone should be '-

able.to exploit as manor of his capacities as possible.) ,



What does ho want to learn?- (No nno should be driven
by excessive motivation or "manipulation "; overyonu
'should be able to learn what ho wants, or heliovos
he wants, and what he is interested in.)

o) 'What does ho noeQ to know? ANo one should ,

:unwittingly,do useless workEveryone should be
'able to direct his efforts with a view to the
labour market and find an outlet for them.),,

1,--Theso three reforonoo-points are certainly definable, in ;,

each oaso'by.oxisting soiontifio methods,' and tests. BlAt.their'

/'systematie general application does not appear .to justify the
effort and expense involved.' The process of guidance; which is

must take the place of the elimination process, is scientifically ,
A.dontifiable in isolated case studies only whilst its
genoralisation.turns out to be identical with education itself.
This means,` more or loss; that career counselling equals education,
and ovary form of 'education has by ,its varx nature the effect of

influencing the choice-of career: guidance is education and
education is guidancerThe guidance,mechanism must therefore
represent' more than ever an inherent and vital part of the 7,

education. system. tSuch guidanoe will not stop at career-
.counselling, bUt will include help with the problems of life -

and diffieulties of interpretation,' not forgetting that states,

"; of "happiness ", and "crisis' may 'produce motivations if they
remain fUnctional and do not wreck the system; The "industrial,
climate," whiCh is a factor of produotiono'cOnsists inconstantly
surmounting Culture today is increasingly flindustrial,..,

and on the ether hand we need to instil as much culture as,
possible into industry.'

1 In a perManent education system4'training without cultUre,

,o/ithout "climate"; is quite inconceivable; as is culture without

training; without specialised technical skill, This gives us at

- least a glimpse of what man is to be, though a positive picture

,can be indioated only in rough outline..., One would have to speak

of, a "oultUred speCialistn. That does not go very far; but it

doeS show Us Oat wedo not want or Tieed: neither a philistine

With a specialist veneer;nOr 4 dilettante culture vulture .7 the

'principal prodUets;'SoMehoW of contemporary education systems.,'

:These systems must be .changed for permanent education aims to:
produce an integrated man and to mature each person as far as

possible into a personality,-:
t:
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If all the fields of occupation of this generation and tho
next oould be classified, it would be possible to deduce a
pattern for eduoation. There would be a broadly-based common
trunk of programmos branching off into smaller and gradually
more speeified sub - systems. Both the common trunk and the

'branches would. however have to consist of very small credit-
units offering the maximum possible number of combinations
and'permutatiOnA:l. Such an aocumulative credit system would
in theory enable every individual to follow an appropriate
lifolong'oourse of education by combining the appropriate typo
and numbor of units according to ability, interest and'fieed.

t
Only.auch a 'system could take account of the constant.,

ohan;c4 in individual aptitudes and aspirations and the continual
varttion'in.what is needed. Education would then no longer be

= foux.ded on arigid canon of subject matter which quickly lost
contact with society and with lifey it would be specifically

-motiVated,by the need to solve a particular problem or a
definable sot of problems. Personality grows not so much on
.subdootmatter as on problems,Suveral persons or groups of

porsona,may'have parts to play. This method is already, .

univerSal' in-the soientific field. Nrory involvect_development
projoots are Carried out by moans of multidtsoiplinary systems

-onsineoring:":4.This brings back into play an old teaching
princil.Pledt.toation starts nat in an unfamiliar subject -_i
,mattor:but in a problem which each indiW lual feels as his own,

one which the can interpret. in his own fashion and which ho is -.
prepared t o n ake his .own particular contribution towards solving.

A Portanontedudation will remain a Utopia until it learns how.,
:to exploit this inner motivation of each individual in its'
structures. and methods:.. And this in its turn can only be

s-,achioved when (="school systems, which to a great extent still
concentrate on subject-matter,' in opposition to life, are
ehangod-in taloh;a way as to evoke .r,nd exercise this vital and
natural incentive instead.ofsiiunting

Gr..- constraint in education
,*:--VA""za 'Pst

from here-we might go on to say that the only legitimate
ort-of 60tpulsion,in education is, so to spea4'the setting

A of a probleM:1But'CIW teachers'continually make the mistake
;eof trying WiMPoae their problemS on us; instead of attempting

to understand our problems and make us aware of thelli;



Education is not an independent phenomenon which exists
outside a person and which can pimply be grafted on to him. It
can only exist inside a person.TcAn attempt by the teacher to
transfer his own education to. his pupils musttherafore
inevitably result, either in failure, in miSedueation or in
resistanoe and protest The teacher's task is not to transfer
or impose education but to awaken curiosity, offor guidance,'
enable the pupil to diScover learning and let it grow in him.-

exorcise of authority is generally the opposite of any
.educational process. This does not'mean that the functional .

system in a 'dynamic sooial orderi-and with it the,permanent
education systemp-dairdo-oompIetely without authority.i; But
it May mean that authority is only legitimate so long as it is,
as .it wer0,7in a continuous avid conscious state of oriels arid.;
in this situation repeatedly,proves its worth. The state of
affairs with which we aro quite familiar in political life is
now penetrating by way of adult education into, the. sphere of
formal educatidn. t.

For 'permanent oduoation does not mean,' as many people
still suppose, the prolongation of schooling or yotthe,
absorption of:dilettante adult education into a continuing

, school system; on the contrary, it.demands that professional
responsibility 'should. be conferred and accepted as early as
possibleThia,will tend tO reducepaternalistic And protective
compulsory schooling unrelated to daily_life and work, 'and to
make our Schools more flexible; differentiated and democratic,
with greater regard ler the individual and more intimately
conneotod with work and life,' as modern adult educatiOn requires.

=; ,

ti This trend too has its limits, of course. One cannot apply
adult .education techniques to five or ten year olds'."; Periods
of imitation can be very productive educationally.
In aiming higher mentally we should,not, immediately betray all
our inetinots. ExampleS will therefOre continue to be,' at.:
least in prinoiple: Even adult's require them.,'Who can claim':
to be completely independent in all spheres of life?

VII.' Guidance and evaluation
r4.42*Ax .

There must ,of course be a'Olace; in permanent education, "
for the influence-Of:parentil on children of pre-echool age, ,1

even if this jeopardises the principle of an equal start for
To counter this danger, we must - principally for reasons

of social and policy - inst.ltud.onalise nursery
schools and make them all part of the education system. Even
'at this level there will be new,PprograMme units" for individual
groups. There will then be a perfeotly smooth transition to ,

POOR ORIGINAL COPY dg,
AVAILABLE T TIME FILMED
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primary school. It will be possible to branch off at the end
of the general primary stage. From then on, "credit unite,
can be combined and.accumulated with increasing flexibility
and variety. On purely organisational grounds individual subject
aggregates will probably be grouped together in interdisciplinary
departments or °foundation subjects" rather after the fashion
already adopted in the British Open University. Examinations
will to a large extent be replaced by a system of continuous
assessment as already applied in the field of programmed
A.nstruction,' from which in fact the principle of fractional
teaching unita.derives.I.The pupil should be able. at.anytime
to estimate his own progress, so that any examination serves
mainly to confirm his findings instead of being the sole vehicle,
and a generally unrealistic and haphazardly fateful one at that,
of an artificial qualifying system. Permanent education is .

therefore also a means to self-knowledge and theteby. self-
guidance. Aience training .of the fioulty of judgment must begin.

,,'at pre-school age andlae continued and constantly developed with._
"well-nigh °cybernetic° consistency. It will nevertheless be
noccasary to incorporate certain counselling aids and guiding
mechanisms into the new education system if the existing system
of examinations And qualifications, which has become psychologically
and ,sociologically unworkable, is to be entirely abolished.

We have already observed that extermination is now oust of
the question as a means .Of purging the social systam,'for it is

will result in the system's collapse. This being so, wo can no
.'`longer base selection on uncompromising and very often haphazard

methods of elimination." A society's educational potential .can-
moreoVer Only be fully exploited if every member of that. society .
is able at any time to find whatever place in the functional'

,, system is best suited to him. :It is important and relevant to
each and all of us that everyone should be ableto follow the
career that is most appropriate. If we put a man in the wrong
place he Suffers; and we with him. Every person who is,
insufficiently or wronglyguided contributes to the dysfunction
of the social-orderilis misfortune is the misfortune of a
badly organised society.

Herein lies one of the chief problems of medern.educational,
research and planning.-''Information and communication theories,-
cybernetios,-sociology and psychology must work in conjunction
if the functional social system is to be equipped with
socially, " economically and culturally effective guidance
mechanism.Whether permanent education becomes a reality
depends on our ability to create this new "ethic of self
preservation" and the new "contentedness " 'of mathematically,
precise self - knowledge and judgment.",:'
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We ohoose the term "ethic" advisedly, for we believe that
the most recent of humanity's great achievements,. such as the

', moon landing, not only boar witness to astounding progress in
technology and electronics, but may very well also have -
established a new.ethio: i a new conscientiousness, exaotittide

=:and realiability not Only in technology but also in human
Co-operation and oo-existence. Systems engineering can

',certainlycertainly not be applied immediately and directly to the whole
social and education system; but it can suggest' to us how '-'

'.;hitherto unknown precision and reliability in such a waythat
extremely oomplex functional elements can be orGenised with

.a minimum of failure and wasted effort,' attain a clearly ',,:-
the whole system .", with its ever limited oapaeity - may, with

-defined-oOmmon objeetive,' pursixed by all.
'',',, °,' :.,!,- --, ,- .3 ' ',t- :, 4_,,,-,', - ,

VIII. a m i sM_....__2_1 and tri i 01PIE*.-7222)""1--21.
34i.i. f t i 't ..,

-= To pursue a European educational policy, the common aims
would first have to be defined and a Wide consensus of opinion
on them eutablished. ',The national and other traditions we ,
carry aboUt with us, and the infinite variety of short-sighted

-- and stubborn manifestations of individual and group self -"
-', centredness haVe hitherto prevented this. "4 But in view of the '

fact that economic soundness today calls for ever greater
,,,' dynamism. and larger scales, group selfishness becomes increasingly ...

dysfunctional. P..

'`"i ir r'--:.;?,c,;`,' s-.,-;.; 11,7; ,7. ; ,z,-: ,, , ,i ,
, : .

f- Ve-2i Leaving aside the "flower children", one may say that
economic progress is,still generally regarded as desirable.

;But whoever favours such progress must also; in order to '

_safeguard it,' favour a highly democratic,' socially and ',_ . '

;.:, culturally mobile and dynamic education system. `: A spirit of
' enterprise must determine our new education; which must in
,,. turn. produce such a spirit and constantly recreate and nurture
it. "Changes of role, group dynamics and modulation Of '`,'' ''-:

authority must therefore be features of education and not ,
merely of politics and daily life.

° ', If we are to take the nflower children" into account then
,4. our faith in progress musi; leave room for a degree of irony. ";

This may be asuitable way of tempering the acute feverishness -

and blindness -that always accompany progress.`; -' Permanent
;educationeducation Ought indeed always to offer both advancement and

} "savoir vivre" at the same time.



lic have *already seen what features and structures appear
capable or achieving this.''; We also know that we must not start
from the academic sub-culture so typioal of Europe; if we are
to achieve our objective we must make a completely new beginning.
Some details of the new system are still of course unclear. But
it would be fairly simple to transform the vague overall picture
into a vision of ttie future in which there were no more sohOols
out of tottetrwith life and ne more "masters" but instead a dense
network of cdmprehensiVe* educational "self - service eStablishments"
and cultural centres with eleetronie linkage, where each individual
Would at any time 'receive the .education,.appropriate to him: a

single all- embracing multi-media system, where each person was
so to speak both teaoher and pupil, this apparent paradox being
resolved by means of educational teehnology.';4This technology of
the future would be capable of delivering any desired form of
education to any address on demand.''': A Private student on a
correspondence -course could in this way be linked".4p with all
important sources of information. R One may nevertheless assume
that group' work would be .given increasing precedence,' not only.,
for the sake of, a more, rational infrastructUre but also, with a
view to community development: in the sense both of the prOgress
of the oommUnity and the performanee in common ,of -collective tasks

This would finally lead to a merging of education and work,
of training and occupation; . both Would become a source of pleasure,
provided one took a- perSonal interest in a task that "makes sense".
This would' lead to a: state of affairs not dissimilar to the 4''''

'3: situation before schools were created, when a son learned everything
from his father simply by having to lend a hand from an early age.
Even then.however paternalism ,was in no way institutionalised;- .

For- what the.eon did not learn from the father; the father
learned from the Sen4;li.The family was truly a functional System
in. he permanent education sense; Education was dispensed not
by means of abstract Schooling but by actual liVing, by working
together.-,::Education was cork and work was ethication:N, in that
respect the comparison ,with modern trends is juStif4ed. :4. Even
the proble.'m'or-leaVe.for 'educational purposes could be solved
along these' lines;'d.Orily the numbers and dimensions involved
have increased t tie4remehdO,' and the "tools", have become
infinitely more compliCated and7SXponsive so- much so that to
supply them all at a local, regional or even national level, is
usually quite but of the question. far all European
media experiments - 1.0i" teaching and learning systems which
combine several media and methodS, such as television,*
correspondence exercises with programmed material.; computer-
assisted instruction, group.work and practical work prove
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that such teohnologioally sophisticated systems of
education and work become economic propositions only
when planned, installed and maintained on a, let us say,
continental scale. But then they are more efficient and
economic than all other systems. This very topical
problem, the "soale problem", affeots all rather
complicated and oostlyorganisations.

We no longer need therefore to engage in propaganda
in favouo of European integration. Integration will be
forced upon us by technology. The alternative is EUropels
soientifio and hence also eoonomio, decline.

We must not however' overlook the fact that to
establish a European edudatiOnal and produotion network
based on electronic technology will solve no more than
half of the problem - and probably only the second half,
not the. first. For above all wo require common educational
and work programmes (software). Those do not exist, and
will not appear of their own accord: wo must oo- oporato
in produoing them.-

-

It has so fai been thought that tho traditional
national syllabuses could gradually be mutually adjusted
and harmonised.- But now we see that hero too a fresh.,
start must be made. This does after all have the:.
advantage that by now programming, in vory small units
related to actual problems and needs, the mistakes of the'
old programmes oan be abandoned and nothing need be
repeated which is obsolete and therefore no longer in-
demand.' '

.The now programmes will have to comply as far as
possible with all the numerous prinoiples and requirements
already mentioned.' They will have to be very varied,'
not only in level and intensity but also in their
adaptability to different methods, for example home study
and group work. -Eby even the methods of work should be
loft to the individualls free choice as early as possible.
This example also shows the functional nature, in two.,:
senses,' of all the "freedoms" built into the permanent
education system: they aim at an increase in output
while also contributing to the happiOst possible--
development of the personality by helping to banish
unnecessary strain and tension. This is °specially true
of the free choice of the right method for each individual.

,

. -

'

We shall have to reserve our freedom to decide and
choose in each case between "student - system interface"
(confrontation with the machine, if necessary with
go-between linking student to apparatus and vice versa) and
"face to face" (a human relationship in the form of dialogue,
discussion group, ,olass, team, etc.). The "combined
method", for which multi-media systems
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were created, might.indeed prove the most acceptable and
effective, partly because it allows the greatest flexibility

in individual combinations of small programme units and also

: for a psychological reason: it depends more on the student's
personal situation and attitude than on the specific educational
problem to be solved and the consequent subject matter to be ,

assimilated whether he prefers machine to man or man to machine.
In most oases he will, as already mentioned, choose a oombinat.on

of the two; and then it must be remembered that in student -
system interface the "master" is not behind the machine but in

front. In all social orders in which coercion and brute force
still prevail, this statement is obviously vain.

But when we speak of permanent education we do not mean

any kind of eduoational*system for a coerci'sre and brutal sooiety.
Indeed, we must from nowaa convert our engines of destruction. into
machines for education, if we want to survive. :::

The machine has been brought into disieputo by using it as.

an instrument of power, not of education. The pro-eminent ,

educational question of the right man in the right place in the
functional social system ultimately raises the very pertinent
question of the need for permanent education against tyrants:
every one of us must constantly learn to resist domination and
the temptation to dominate. ,,-; .'

The use of modern educational technology makes it even more
.. : imperative for us to avoid being insidiously seduced by power or

into power.-- However ill-founded our fear of technology may be,':
fear of technocracy may be-all the more justified. ;, The

nightmare vision of George Orwell has shown us that the danger ,
, 'does not in fact proceed.from the machine; *it comes from the

, person who is capable of using the machine as an instrument of

political power, and from all those who submit uncritically to
the dictatorship of taste and fashion first of all and finally
to dictatorship pure and simple. 2-,%

0, ,"- , 1 6

Technology and th:J functional system in general can and
ought therefore to be merely a means to an end and not, become
a technoeratio end in themselves. As long as permanent
education is-a search for new educational aims and contents
it goes beyond the McLuhan theses "the medium is the.messagen
and beyond all concepts based on goals inherent in the system.

The creation of a permanent education system will not be
possible without advanced educational technology. And such
technology, .unless founded on permanent education as a
structural principle and as a heuristic form of democratic
educational organisation, will either lose its moaning and aim
or will become an end in itself and thereby a source of annoyance
and danger:to our free social order. This shows how important
it is that in all educational questions a sharp, distinction
should always be drawn between organisation or structure,
method or technology and content or aim.

1;4; '4,
I



Precisely because it is nowadays so difficult, or practically
impossible, to give a more or less objective, generally valid and
oonolusive definition of aims and contents, and because we must
in fact take care not just to anticipate them, wo are always in
danger of absorbing or conocaling them in structures or methods
instead of making structures flexible so that tho contents and
aims are free to develop and to clarify and our technology can
bo gradually and moro exactly adjusted to them.

The European continent, oven if unites, is in this respeot
at a disadvantage compared with large and equally highly
developed areas, such as tho United States of America, and also,
surprisingly enough, in relation to underdeveloped areas which,
like the United States, are relatively homogeneous and welcome
investment. For both lend themselves to structural alterations
carried out by the most modern technological means, in fact they
have need of such means and of such alterations. In Europe we
seem to be faced with almost insuperable difficulties. Until
recently a few countries and regions wel"e fairly highly developed
technologically. The infrastructure is therefore very fragmentary,
heterogeneous and insufficient, and in many respects it is out-
of-date. It has been kept artificially alive in varying degrees
by continuous, fairly costly adaptation, making the superimposition
of a new overall structure hard to justify for investment reasons
alone.

.
There is a discrepancy in Europe between, on the one hand,

national and regional planning, which is sometimes not just
'short-term but also short-sighted and often downright reactionary,
and, on the other hand, the long-term international planning that
is now being more and more demanded. This discrepancy is bound
to lead to disaster unless we succeed within the next few years
in establishing definite long-term plans, at lei. 3t in cultural
polity and technology, in adjusting the short-term planning of
all administrative units so as to co-ordinate it with long-range
,forecasts and in thus achieving medium-term aims and overcoming
the discrepancy.
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